Brooks: Hempelmann will be in Los Alamos next week and he has agreed to screen the records for us. This is going to leave us with very short time and we would like to start action to pull those records and anything we can do to expedite we will be glad to do.

Sullivan: They have screened and given me some numbers from documents so we can get them rather quickly.

Brooks: He will have to look at the documents within three to five days from now.

Sullivan: I will work on it right away.

Brooks: Feel free to call on us to expedite this.

Sullivan: Chet says he remembers Wright telling him that Ralph Carlisle Smith told Wright years and years ago that some of those documents disappeared and didn't exist any more. A good deal of these patients were done at ACRH in Chicago and it is doubtful to us that Wright would even have had any of that clinical history down here. We are assuming that that kind of stuff is at the Cancer Institute. I don't know who was even involved with those at that time.

Brooks: Dr. Marks is checking into that possibility.

Sullivan: Did Herman Lisco work on some of that stuff?

Brooks: I will mention him to Dr. Marks.

Sullivan: I don't have any idea who those people were who worked on that. Chet and I talked yesterday and thought most of those records were left at Argonne. I will start on getting out those documents Dr. Hempelmann wants right away.